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It is hard to forecast the fortunes of the Aerospace Industry when governments around the world are
trying to save their
eir economies from collapse, said Graham Warwick in
Aviation Week
The momentum that the aerospace industry has built up in the past 4
rd
years should carry the industry to the 3 Quarter of this year and
perhaps into 2010. But what happens next in military and commercial
markets, depends on factors beyond the industry's control.
In the public sector, the billions spent stimulating economies, the tax
revenues lost and people getting
ng jobless will take their toll. These
burdens on the public purse will restrict governments' ability to invest in
defense modernization, aviation infrastructure and space exploration.
The aerospace industry entered the downturn financially sound, but how
long that fitness lasts will depend on how quickly the markets recover in the private sector, that will be
determined by the length and depth of the recession and how soon the credit markets stabilize and
aircraft financing begins to flow again.
Meanwhile, the Dutch government has seen the 'light'. The much-discussed
discussed flight tax will finally be
st
abolished by the 1 of July. The proceeds of those Dutch flight tax (about € 350 million) are, in sharp
contrast to the damage that has been inflicted to the Dutch economy.
conomy. Better late than never. And
certainly in the current economic conditions: a wise decision.
Commercial Aviation
A difficult year lies ahead for the world's airlines. After losing an estimated €
4 billion in 2008 as fuel costs soared, the industry is
is forecast to lose another
€ 2 billion this year as traffic tumbles. In March international passenger
demand continued its fall to 11.1% below the same month last year. Freight
traffic stabilized. But for the fourth straight month, it was down more than
20% compared to the previous year. Around 30% of airlines worldwide are
likely to defer aircraft deliveries, a report by UBS, the Swiss bank, says. The
survey showed that of those airlines polled, only half had secured financing
for 2009-2010
2009
deliveries and
d almost one third of those polled are likely to
defer. UBS prior survey, taken in January this year showed that 55%
55 saw
there was no financing available, its recent poll however, show an increase
to 60%.
60% Of those airlines polled, about two-fifths
fifths came from
fro Europe, one
quarter from North America and 15%
15 from Asia.
Business & General Aviation
Business aviation was the sector hit first by the speed and global scale of the
financial crisis. As corporate profits, personal wealth and aircraft financing all
suffered,
ered, orders dried up, flying activity fell and used inventories soared.
With delivery deferrals mounting and order cancellations threatening,
manufacturers have moved quickly to scale back production and lay off
workers, but analysts fear deeper cuts will be needed in 2009.

Aircraft Manufacturing
Airbus and Boeing will likely have to slow production rates this year, but their
new product plans should be largely unaffected. Delays to Boeing's 787 and
747-8
8 have pushed first deliveries of both aircraft well into 2010, while
Bombardier's CSeries is not scheduled to enter service until 2013 and
Airbus's A350 until 2014, when a recovery should be in full swing. To date,
the rate of new aircraft being delivered has not declined significantly, but this
could happen later in the year as the ability to find financing becomes more
of an issue. Carriers already have financing lined up for deliveries during the
first half of 2009, but money could be more difficult to obtain in the second
half and into 2010 if current
curre traffic trends continue.
Aerospace Defense
Defense companies have accumulated large cash reserves thanks to high
levels of government spending over the last decade. However, as
governments struggle to fund financial bailouts and to contain spending, the
th
outlook will turn increasingly poor. In Europe, both the U.K. and France, the
E.U.'s big defense spenders, will struggle to maintain existing levels of
defense spending. London is already seeking to cut € 1,5 billion from its
planned budget, with likely reductions to tactical helicopter and combat
aircraft programs. Several key fighter decisions are set for 2009, pitting
various combinations of the Boeing F-15
F
and F/A-18E/F,
18E/F, Dassault Rafale,
Eurofighter Typhoon, Lockheed Martin F-16
F
and F-35
35 against each other
and their Russian counterparts. But the economic crisis could lead to
deferred competitions, delayed orders and reduced procurements.

Aerospace Materials
The downturn in the future aerospace materials market can be directly
attributed to the economic downturn. The air transport sector accounts for
68% of raw material demand. Total aerospace material buy weight was 950
million lbs based on a ”fly weight” of 170 million lbs in 2008; 45%
45 was
aluminum. Underlying demand for several key metals will decline 10-13%
10
compared to the recent production peak. This does not factor in the impact
of inventory overhang (estimated at 12 months or more for some key
materials) and
and reduction throughout the aerospace supply chain, which
could result in a significantly greater reduction in demand for some suppliers
in the near term. Total raw material demand is projected to increase at a
4.5% CAGR through 2019; with titanium and composites
composites growing the fastest.

MRO Market
With near record numbers of aircraft parked in the desert and airline
passenger and cargo traffic flat or down sharply, the worldwide commercial
jet transport MRO market grew by just 1.4% over the past year to $45.7
$45.
billion. If not for inflationary pressure on the cost of materials and on labor
rates, the value of the MRO market, comprising airframe heavy maintenance
visits and modifications, engine overhaul, component repair and line
maintenance, actually would have
hav fallen 2.3% from
m 2008's level of $45.1
billion.
1. Engine Overhaul
The engine sector, at $18.5 billion, easily is the largest sector and is
expected to account for about 40% of global MRO spending this year.
Engine MRO is expected to grow at a compound annual
annual rate of 3.1% over
the next five years and then pick up to 4.8% CAGR in the second five years.
years
Interestingly, the size of the engine market between this year and next

actually is expected to retreat 1.5% due to lower utilization driven by the
economic slowdown. The utilization slowdown is of particular interest to
powerplant OEMs with cost per flight hour contracts with their customers.
Fewer flight hours means less revenue.
2. Heavy Maintenance
The next largest segment is HMV and mods. It will continue to be the lowgrowth segment, increasing annually at about 2.7% through 2014. Its rate of
growth will more than double in the second five years. Driving that increase
will be aircraft delivered during the early 2000s coming in for their second
round of HMVs while aircraft delivered in the 2008-2010 period start having
their initial heavy checks.
3. Component & Line maintenance
Component MRO and line maintenance comprise the other two sections.
The current component market is valued at $9 billion and line maintenance
at $8.3 billion. Both are expected to grow at a compound annual rate of
about 3.1% through 2014 and then 5.4% a year over the second five years.
Of the four MRO sectors, line maintenance is the activity that is outsourced
the least. Only 29% of line maintenance work is outsourced, compared to
68% for HMV/mods, and 80% each for engine overhaul and component
MRO. There is, however, some growth among third-party line maintenance
providers as airlines pull back resources to concentrate on larger stations.
Fortunately, the aerospace industry is better-positioned to weather an economic crisis than other
industries. Defense contractors have significantly improved their balance sheet strength with several
years of debt reduction and stock buybacks. Spend from the DoD is multi-year and 2009’s budget is
already set. Boeing & Airbus’ order backlog is six years long, with little exposure to financially
challenged airlines. Commercial airline order backlogs from China and the Middle East are robust and
appear to be solid.
By focusing on product innovation, process improvements and new revenue opportunities, Aerospace
companies will be well-positioned to take advantage of an economic turnaround.
Aviocom endeavors to provide the aerospace industry with cost cutting measures on their
procurement operations by implementing customized chemical system management solutions, that
includes:
- Product rationalization programs,
- Process improvement plans,
- Just-in-time deliveries,
- Warehouse management activities and
- Monthly invoicing
Our chemical care modules could have a significant reduction in the structural costs of your company.
Thus improving your competitiveness…..Try us now !

About Aviocom
Aviocom BV, based in Lelystad The Netherlands, was founded to bring single source procurement solutions to the
aerospace industry. We are specialized in the Distribution & Sales of Specialty Chemical Compounds. Aviocom
deals on a daily basis with both present and future technology needs: all products are subject to extensive quality
control and are approved by major OEM, AMS or MIL specifications. All of our partners are major innovators and
together we have acquired a wealth of knowledge and experience, and most importantly, we are eager to share it
with you.
Aviocom BV has established a customer support organization designed to quickly meet your needs and
expectations. Our breadth of products and experience in the aerospace industry allows Aviocom to quickly
provide answers to your process questions.
Our claim "Propelled by Innovations" is the backbone of our business and success.
For more information visit us at: www.aviocom.nl

